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Rita Di Mascio



The Service Models of Frontline Employees Service literature has implicitly assumed that frontline employees (FLEs) share a common understanding of the term “customer service.” Perhaps because of this assumption, differences in FLE attitudes, behaviors, and performance have been ascribed to organizational characteristics, social environment, job characteristics, or personality. This article shows that FLEs’ interpretations of customer service also matter. Using qualitative and quantitative data, this study finds that three distinct interpretations of customer service, or service models, exist among retail FLEs: (1) the act of giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously; (2) a means to accomplishing immediate objectives, such as sales quotas; and (3) the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with customers through problem solving. Service models are related to FLEs’ customer orientation, competence, surface and deep acting, and interpersonal values. The findings indicate that differences in FLEs’ attitudes, behaviors, and performance can arise from their keeping of different service models; illuminate individuallevel beliefs underlying service typologies, such as goods- and service-dominant logic; and suggest that FLE recruitment and training should take service models into account. Keywords: frontline employees, customer service, customer orientation, competence, interpersonal theory



els; illuminate individual-level beliefs underlying service typologies, such as goods- and service-dominant logic; and suggest that FLE recruitment and training should take service models into account. Overall, this research answers Kennedy, Lassk, and Goolsby’s (2002) call for an increased understanding of employee beliefs that underpin an organization’s customer-oriented culture.



rontline employees (FLEs) play a pivotal role in faceto-face service encounters because they can affect customer perceptions of service quality, satisfaction, and value (e.g., Brady and Cronin 2001). For this reason, service literature has been interested in the factors that influence the attitudes and behaviors of these employees and has examined the influence of organizational characteristics (e.g., Babakus et al. 2003), social environment (e.g., Sergeant and Frenkel 2000), global perceptions of the job (e.g., Singh 2000), and personality (e.g., Hurley 1998). This literature implicitly assumes that FLEs have a common interpretation of what customer service is and thus has overlooked the potential for divergent interpretations. This oversight of FLE interpretations of customer service is grievous. Employees doing the same kind of work may frame the work quite differently, leading to different work behaviors (Wrzesniewski and Dutton 2001). This article shows that three distinct interpretations of customer service, or service models, exist among FLEs: (1) the act of giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously; (2) a means to accomplishing immediate objectives, such as sales quotas; and (3) the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with customers through problem solving. It also shows that these service models are related to customer orientation, competence, and interpersonal values. The findings provide a deeper understanding of how differences in FLE attitudes, behaviors, and performance can arise from FLEs subscribing to different service mod-
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Literature Review Perceptions of job and work environment can influence an FLE’s attitudes, behaviors, and performance at work (e.g., Sergeant and Frenkel 2000; Singh 2000). This influence can be explained by schema theory, which posits that people actively construe aspects of their environment (e.g., events, people, concepts) through the use of schemas—cognitive structures that represent knowledge about concepts or types of stimuli, including their attributes and the relationships among those attributes (Fiske and Taylor 1991, p. 98). Schemas act as implicit guidelines for organizing and shaping interpretations of organizational phenomena and the meanings ascribed to them (Weick 1979). The different forms of understanding phenomena have been referred to with various terms, such as “conception,” “schemata,” and “frame” (Renstrom, Andersson, and Marton 1990); this article uses the term “model.” Schemas also guide the actions that people take in response to framing (Bartunek 1984; Daft and Weick 1984). That is, how people frame their work influences their work behavior (Wrzesniewski and Dutton 2001). For example, hospital cleaners who view their work as highly skilled and significant to patient healing engage with patients and visitors, do extra tasks, and time their work to enhance the medical unit’s work flow, whereas those who view their
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work as unskilled and no more than cleaning minimize their interaction with patients and visitors and avoid tasks outside their job description (Dutton, Debebe, and Wrzesniewski 2000). Therefore, FLEs’ understanding of customer service is critical to how they carry out their work; yet because it is abstract and defies absolute definition, this understanding is susceptible to varied interpretation. Little has been written about cognitive models of customer service, though cognitive models of other marketing phenomena have been studied (e.g., Clark and Montgomery 1999). An exception is a study exploring service researchers’ interpretations of “service” (Edvardsson, Gustafsson, and Roos 2005) that reveals several distinct ways of defining service, including (1) executing an activity, such as a deed, effort, or process, and (2) providing a customer benefit, such as an experience or satisfaction of needs. Another study (Beatty et al. 1996, p. 231) captures, albeit unintentionally, how some FLEs interpret customer service, noting that successful sales associates consistently “talked about ‘taking on customer problems’ as their own or ‘untangling customers’ lives.’” It is plausible that those associates’ descriptions are their own interpretations of customer service. However, these two studies only partially illuminate the meaning of customer service among FLEs because, as Edvardsson, Gustafsson, and Roos (2005, p. 118) find with “service,” meaning “depends on who is portraying the service.” Thus, interpretations are likely to differ between service employees and researchers and between highly and moderately successful FLEs, simply because of differences in their knowledge and experience. At first glance, there may appear to be myriad possible service models because they are idiosyncratic, but a limited number of models is likely for three reasons. First is the discovery of a limited number of interpretations of work in other domains, such as arbitration (Shore 1966), medicine (Sawa 1992), teaching (Prosser, Trigwell, and Taylor 1994), engine optimization (Sandberg 2000), chemical dependency counseling (Thombs and Osborn 2001), academic research (Brew 2001), mediation (Picard 2002), anesthesia (Larsson et al. 2004), hospital cleaning (Dutton, Debebe, and Wrzesniewski 2000), leadership (Lord and Hall 2005), project management (Chen and Partington 2006), and doctoral supervision (Wright, Murray, and Geale 2007). Second, more general work-related terms, such as “meaning of work” (England and Whitely 1990) and “work” (Chaves et al. 2004), are interpreted in a limited number of ways. Third, even terms unrelated to work that are supposedly objective, such as scores of science-related terms (Renstrom, Andersson, and Marton 1990), have a limited number of interpretations. It is possible that cognitive models of customer service, and work in general, vary with competence. To the extent that work is an “action,” action identification theory (Vallacher and Wegner 1987) can be applied to these cognitive models. This theory posits that an action can be construed at either low or high levels and that people move to higher levels as they gain experience in an action. Low-level construals contain the details of the action and how it is performed, and high-level construals contain a more general understanding of the action, such as why it is done. This change
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in construal level with competence is evident in Sandberg’s (2000) study of engine optimizers. Less competent engineers viewed their work simply as the adjustment of engine parameters, such as exhaust emission levels, while competent engineers viewed their work as optimizing the customer’s driving experience, indicating a focus on why the engine was being optimized. A change in construal level with experience is also observed in other domains (e.g., Chen and Partington 2006; Larsson et al. 2004; Picard 2002; Thombs and Osborn 2001; Wright, Murray, and Geale 2007). Service models also vary with FLE competence. This study was conducted in two stages. The first stage identified different service models through interviews and a pilot survey of FLEs. The second stage examined the relationship between service models and FLE characteristics, such as competence and customer orientation. The remainder of this article details each stage’s method and results and discusses the research and practical implications of the findings.



Study 1 Study 1 aims to identify how FLEs serving retail customers face to face conceptualize customer service. However, FLEs in business-to-business contexts were excluded because customer service may have a different meaning in this setting (Parasuraman 1998). Study 1 comprises two phases: The first phase includes exploratory interviews, and the second includes a larger-scale survey. The following subsections report the method of each phase and discuss the findings of both phases. Phase 1 A phenomenographic interpretative approach was adopted. This approach is popular in educational research for mapping the different ways students understand various concepts (Marton 1981), though it has been used recently in organizational research to map engineers’ understanding of their work (Sandberg 2000) and business leaders’ and faculty members’ understanding of business concepts (e.g., Atwater, Kannan, and Stephens 2008; Colbert and Kurucz 2007). To obtain a variety of responses, in-depth interviews were conducted with 30 easily accessible FLEs working in a range of retail organizations in Sydney, Australia, in transactional and relational selling and nonselling roles. Job examples included clothing store sales associate, librarian, and bank loan officer. Some respondents had similar jobs (e.g., clothing store sales associates), which allowed for the exploration of service models within a particular job. A sample size of 30 was considered sufficient (Alexandersson 1994, as cited in Sandberg 2000). The interviews were conducted from February to June 2001 in places that were convenient for participants. Participants were asked two openended questions—what customer service meant to them and what a competent customer service representative was for them. The interviews ranged from 40 to 60 minutes and were taped and transcribed into 462 pages. Analysis of the transcripts was conducted in several stages. The first stage involved listening to each interview



tape at least twice and reading the transcript several times. Interesting or significant comments were highlighted, and revelations about the respondent’s view of customer service were noted. The primary goal of this process was to become aware of participants’ views and trains of thought. The second stage involved categorizing the ways respondents described customer service. Transcripts were summarized according to the participants’ views of customer service, using representative quotations. The transcripts were then grouped according to commonalities in their summaries and quotations. Three groups emerged, representing three different interpretations of customer service. The third stage identified a common set of attributes that describe the operational aspects of the employee–customer interaction. The operational aspects expressed in each transcript were summarized using representative quotations. Quotations from transcripts in each of the three groups were pooled, and commonalities were sought. Quotations were also compared across the three groups, revealing four distinct attributes: conception of oneself, perception of the customer, the objective during a service encounter, and assessment of service quality. Transcripts, summaries, and representative quotations were stored in NUDIST (v4) software. Various measures were taken to enhance the reliability and validity of the results. During the data generation phase, several steps were taken to minimize the possibility that participants’ views would be influenced by the interviewer’s views—for example, asking open-ended questions at the beginning of the interview to give the participants freedom to choose the aspects to incorporate in their answer and to avoid incorporating presumptions about the data, showing interest in the participants’ opinions without being judgmental, avoiding leading questions that might reveal the interviewer’s personal views, and asking follow-up questions to find out exactly what the participant meant and to elicit more comprehensive responses. During analysis, interview transcripts were checked against audiotapes. Analysis began after all interviews were completed. Predetermined theoretical structures were not used to group transcripts, all statements regardless of accuracy were treated as equally important, and interpretations of statements were checked for consistency with other statements made in the same interview. In addition, the service models were presented to an audience familiar with customer service management for feedback and were assessed quantitatively in a survey of a larger sample of FLEs in Phase 2. Three qualitatively different service models emerged from the FLEs’ descriptions: (1) the act of giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously; (2) a means to accomplishing immediate objectives, such as sales quotas; and (3) the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with customers through problem solving. These three service models were termed “efficiency,” “means,” and “win-win,” respectively. Each service model had a specific combination of four attributes that described the employee– customer encounter: the FLEs’ perception of themselves, their perception of their customers, their objective during the encounter, and how they assessed the quality of service provided. Appendix A shows how these attributes varied in each service model and provides a representative quotation



for each attribute. Each quotation has a label (e.g., Quotation 1 is labeled Q1) that is used as an identifier in the following summary of each service model. In the win-win service model, customer service involves forming a mutually beneficial relationship with the customer based on problem solving: Respondent (cell phone retailer, three years’ customer service experience): Customer service is all about resolving customer needs. Having said that, there’s always one or two ... customers you get that you think there’s no way in the world you can help them. But at the end of the day, good customer service means you’re taking one step further for that customer. So you might look into it a bit deeper, find out what’s behind the ask, and hopefully find a solution, find a way for that customer to be happy. This way they start to know they can trust you to look after them, not take advantage of them, and you can start to get a friendship relationship going, which hopefully brings back more business down the track.



These FLEs focus on creating an atmosphere in which they can find out what the customer actually needs (which might be different from what they say they need), thus solving the customer’s “real” problem (Q6, Q7). They use general principles, such as “treating customers as you’d like to be treated” rather than following detailed scripts or set procedures (Q8). The FLEs who espouse this service model perceive themselves as resources that customers can use to solve their problems (Q1). They do not consider themselves “slaves” to customers, nor do they view themselves as having a higher status than customers (Q9); rather, they seek customer respect to establish a beneficial relationship (Q2). They regard each customer as unique, with different needs generated by distinct circumstances, histories, and personalities (Q5). They view customers as understanding when an FLE makes a mistake because customers realize that they also make mistakes (Q4). (It is as if by accepting their own humanity [i.e., needing respect from the customer], they acknowledge the humanity of their customers.) They also perceive customers as being able to make their own decisions when given the right information (Q3). The quality of service is judged by the customer: Customer service is good when a customer decides that it is good (Q10, Q11). In the efficiency service model, customer service means giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously. Respondent (café, two years’ experience in customer service): [C]ustomer service is serving customers as quick as you can because customers don’t want to wait in a long queue. We just want to serve them whatever they ask for quick. But not in a way that we’re rough with them. We still have to be nice to them but still serve them quickly. Interviewer: What do you mean by “not being rough with them”? Respondent: Well, for example, when they’re ordering coffee, we can’t say “Hey, you. It’s ready” when it’s ready. We still have to be nice to them despite the fact that we’re run off our feet, and it’d be easier to just yell out “ready” when it’s done. What we have to do instead is, when they’re ordering, get their names down and when their order’s ready, we call out their name and say “your
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coffee or whatever is ready.” It’s much more civil this way because we’re using their name. And we get to know them too.



These FLEs focus on ensuring that the procedures they follow and their words and actions are correct, regardless of how customers behave (Q19, Q20, Q21). In contrast to the win-win service model, in the efficiency service model, customers are allowed to behave rudely simply because they are the customer (Q16), though the FLEs tend to be disappointed with this behavior (Q18). These employees view customers as all wanting the same style of service (e.g., the same degree of politeness) from the FLE (Q17), thus the importance of following procedures closely. They view themselves as being of most use to customers when they can answer questions (Q12, Q13). They reported occasionally needing to hide their feelings, such as anger (Q14), but find this difficult when they are experiencing personal problems (Q15). The quality of service is determined by their own efforts: Customer service is good when the employee tries to make the customer happy and follows company procedures (Q22, Q23). In the means service model, customer service is a means to an end, such as making a sale. All three service models recognize that customer service is important for long-term business success, but in this service model, customer service is also important in meeting more immediate, personal goals. Respondent (gift store, 11 years’ customer service experience): Customer service is satisfying enough of their needs to make a sale. That’s all you want—a sale. Interviewer: Why “enough of their needs”? Respondent: Because it’s impossible to satisfy all of their needs.



These FLEs focus on managing customers and making them feel as though they are friends (Q30–Q32). This is related to viewing customers as malleable, in the sense that their behavior can be influenced by the FLE’s behavior (Q27, Q29). However, unlike the efficiency service model, in which all customers want the same style of service, this service model assumes distinct categories of customers that require different service approaches (Q28). These employees view themselves as actors (Q25), removed from customers (Q26), and capable of invoking different ways of relating to these customer groups in their dealings (Q24). The quality of service depends on whether the FLE’s objectives have been achieved through influencing the customer (Q33–34). Some FLEs also use their organization’s reputation for service as a reference point (Q35). To summarize, Phase 1 uncovered three meanings of customer service in interviews with FLEs. Phase 2 assesses these findings in a survey of a larger sample of FLEs. Phase 2: A Pilot Study In this phase, FLEs at a variety of retail organizations completed a self-report pilot questionnaire. A cluster analysis of the responses was then conducted to identify groups with
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similar service models. This section describes the method and the results in more detail. This study could not draw on established scales to measure service models. Thus, 35 items were developed for each service model’s attributes (i.e., perceptions of self, customer, objective, and quality assessment), adapted from representative quotations. The items were five-point Likert scales ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” An additional item asked respondents to select the statement that best described what customer service meant to them, and this item was used as an external validity check in the cluster analysis. The items were tested on nine respondents to check question wording and questionnaire layout and then were pretested on 57 FLEs. To obtain an adequate parameter-to-observation ratio, the items were divided into seven sets of related variables that were factor analyzed with oblique rotation: Four sets comprised (1) self, (2) customer, (3) objective, and (4) quality assessment items for all service models, and three sets comprised the (5) means, (6) efficiency, and (7) win-win items of each service model. Seven items were removed because of low variance or item-to-total correlations or high cross-loadings, leaving 28 usable items. Appendix A displays the scale items. Additional questions asked respondents their gender, whether they had undergone formal training in customer service, the industry they worked in, their length of experience serving customers, whether they were involved in selling, and, if so, whether they had sales quotas to meet (see Appendix B). As discussed in the next section, Phase 1 suggested that service models vary with competence and customer orientation, so the survey also measured task and social competence (Van Dolen et al. 2002) and customer orientation (Brown et al. 2002). The questionnaire was distributed to a convenience sample of FLEs in August 2004, and 346 usable surveys were returned in prepaid envelopes. Most (72%) respondents were women, 70% had no formal training in customer service, 76% were involved in selling, and, of these, 22% were required to meet sales quotas. The average experience serving customers was 4.2 years. Confirmatory factor analysis (AMOS17, maximum likelihood estimation) was conducted on a measurement model that incorporated 28 observed service model items and 12 latent constructs representing the four attributes in each service model. The observed items were treated as reflective measures of their latent constructs (e.g., the self_E latent construct had three reflective measures). The measurement model fit indexes (χ2 = 310, d.f. = 284; goodness-of-fit index [GFI] = .93; comparative fit index [CFI] = .98; and root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = .03) indicated an acceptable fit with the hypothesized measurement model, given the exploratory nature of this study. Appendix A shows loadings for each item. Composite reliabilities ranged from .78 to .89, and average variance extracted ranged from .60 to .78. Discriminant validity was assessed by checking the difference between the average variance extracted and the squared correlations for all pairs of factors (Fornell and Larcker 1981); the smallest average variance of any construct was much



higher than the largest squared correlation (.21), which suggests that the constructs displayed discriminant validity. Common method bias was not found to be a serious threat.1 Mean scores were computed for each service model attribute for use in cluster analysis. A cluster analysis was then conducted to identify groups of respondents with similar service models. Use of raw mean scores of the 12 attributes would have implicitly weighted attributes equally, which was a concern because theory was not used to guide the choice of attributes in Phase 1. Thus, an orthogonal factor analysis was conducted to identify underlying dimensions (Punj and Stewart 1983). Two factors emerged (see Table 1). An oblique rotation was also conducted, and the interfactor correlation was .066. The next section discusses factor interpretation. Because of the pattern of factor loadings, factor scores rather than attributes with the highest loadings were used to represent the factors to be cluster analyzed. The 346 cases were then split randomly into two equalsized data sets to form test and internal validation samples. The test sample was cluster analyzed, first using Ward’s method to generate centroids for two, three, four, five, and six clusters and then using these centroids as seed values for k-means analysis. Cases in the internal validation sample were then assigned to the nearest centroids obtained in the test sample for two, three, four, five, and six clusters. The degree of agreement was calculated between this method of assigning cases in the internal validation sample and a fresh cluster analysis of the same sample. Three clusters were chosen for several reasons: This number yielded the maximum degree of agreement, the agglomeration schedule showed the largest increase going from four to three clusters for both data sets, and the scatterplot of the factor scores showed that the choice of three clusters was sensible. The two data sets were then combined and cluster analyzed. Table 2 shows cluster centroids. As an external validity check, it was expected that respondents in Clusters 1, 2, and 3 would choose the statement corresponding to efficiency, means, and win-win service models, respectively, to describe what customer service meant to them. This was supported by a chi-square test (p < .05), with the respective percentages being 42%, 46%, and 57%. In summary, the results suggest that three distinct service models were present in the pilot sample. Clusters were then profiled. Gender, training, and involvement in selling did not differ significantly between clusters. Of the cases involving selling, however, respondents in the means cluster were more likely than those in other clusters to be required to meet sales quotas (p < .05). 1Common



method bias was assessed but was not considered a serious threat. Harmon’s one-factor test (McFarlin and Sweeney 1992) showed that a one-factor model was a worse fit (∆χ2 = 3016, d.f. = 66, p < .001), and the first factor derived from an oblique factor analysis of the 28 items explained 19% of the total variance while 12 factors explained 67%. In addition, 16 of the 66 correlations between attribute constructs were not significant, and 5 of these 16 were negative, suggesting that high values for the other correlations were not artifactual (Lindell and Brandt 2000).



TABLE 1 Factor Structure of Attributes in Pilot Study Attribute Self_E Self_M Self_W Customer_E Customer_M Customer_W Objective_E Objective_M Objective_W Quality_E Quality_M Quality_W



Factor 1 .61 .44 –.49 .43



Factor 2 .35 .50



–.47 .45 –.57 .67



–.40 .55 –.32 .49



–.42



Notes: N = 346. Factors were obtained from orthogonal factor rotation. Display of scores 


A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to test whether clusters differed in competence, customer orientation, and experience variables. These variables were intercorrelated and were used as dependent variables, with service model as the independent variable. Table 2 shows the results. A strong main effect emerged (Wilks’ λ: F = 35.2, p < .01). Efficiency and win-win clusters scored the lowest and highest, respectively, in competence and length of experience. The means and win-win clusters had the lowest and highest customer orientation, respectively. Discussion The findings of this study suggest that three service models exist among retail FLEs: (1) the act of giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously; (2) a means to accomplishing immediate objectives, such as sales quotas; and (3) the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with customers through problem solving. The results of Phase 1 suggest that service models differ in the primacy of meeting customer needs. The efficiency and win-win service models focused on meeting customers’ stated and real needs, respectively, and the means service model focused on achieving a personal objective. Satisfaction of customer needs characterizes customer orientation in sales and service settings (Brown et al. 2002; Saxe and Weitz 1982). The pilot study also showed that the means and win-win clusters scored the lowest and highest, respectively, in customer orientation. Thus: H1: The means and win-win service models are associated with the (a) lowest and (b) highest levels of customer orientation, respectively.



Service models may also vary with FLE competence. There are four reasons for this conjecture. First, efficiency respondents focused on the actions involved in customer service and followed a procedure or routine for interacting with customers, whereas win-win respondents aimed to create an atmosphere conducive to problem solving rather than simply following prescribed problem-solving procedures. This difference seems similar to the low- and high-level construals in action identification theory (Vallacher and
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TABLE 2 Cluster Characteristics in Studies 1 and 2 Cluster Efficiency Means Win-Win Study 1: Pilot Sample Cluster size Factor 1 centroid Factor 2 centroid Number of respondents with sales quotas MANOVA Univariate Tests Mean enjoy Mean need Mean task competence Mean social competence Mean years’ experiencea Study 1: Salesperson Sampleb Cluster size Factor 1 centroid Factor 2 centroid MANOVA Univariate Tests Mean enjoy Mean need Mean task competence Mean social competence Mean years’ experiencea Mean relative performance Autos sold Mean detachment Mean submissiveness Mean surface acting Mean deep acting Study 2: Concierge Sampleb Cluster size Factor 1 centroid Factor 2 centroid MANOVA Univariate Tests Mean enjoy Mean need Mean task competence Mean social competence Mean years’ experiencea Mean relative performance Mean detachment Mean submissiveness Mean surface acting Mean deep acting



168 .65 –.42



102 –.10 1.04



76 –1.34 –.43



21



25



13



4.78 5.05 4.39 3.46 1.73



4.30 4.57 4.93 3.68 3.42



5.75 5.81 5.74 5.04 7.85



76 –1.08 –.72



89 .07 1.06



62 1.22 –.63



3.51 3.48 2.47 2.43 4.90 2.17 .78 3.14 3.75 3.32 2.75



2.89 3.28 2.94 2.83 6.80 2.38 1.02 3.21 3.17 3.70 2.94



3.86 3.83 3.04 3.28 10.10 2.50 1.08 2.06 3.47 2.95 3.54



111 –.83 –.59



89 .07 1.15



79 1.09 –.47



3.28 3.45 2.10 2.80 3.53 2.22 3.29 3.94 3.59 2.91



2.79 3.37 2.35 2.74 5.73 2.34 2.74 3.06 3.62 2.60



3.66 3.75 3.14 3.36 8.44 2.41 2.23 3.85 3.17 3.70



Scheffe Comparison Efficiency < win-win* Means < efficiency* Efficiency < win-win* Efficiency < means* Means < win-win* Means < win-win* Efficiency < means* Means < win-win*



Planned H1a: Means < efficiency* H1a: Means < efficiency* H2a: Efficiency < means* H2a: Efficiency < means* H2a: Efficiency < means* H2a: Efficiency < means* H2a: Efficiency < means* H3a: Efficiency > meansn.s. H4a: Efficiency > win-win* H5a: Win-win < efficiency* H5b: Win-win > efficiency*



Contrast H1b: Efficiency < win-win* H1b: Efficiency < win-win* H2b: Means < win-winn.s. H2b: Means < win-win* H2b: Means < win-win* H2b: Means < win-winn.s. H2b: Means < win-winn.s. H3b: Means > win-win* H4b: Win-win > means* H5a: Win-win < means* H5b: Win-win > means*



Planned Contrast H1a: Means < efficiency* H1b: Efficiency < win-win* H1a: Means < efficiencyn.s. H1b: Efficiency < win-win* H2a: Efficiency < means* H2b: Means < win-win* H2a: Efficiency < meansn.s. H2b: Means < win-win* H2a: Efficiency < means* H2b: Means < win-win* Univariate test not significant H3a: Efficiency > means* H3b: Means > win-win* H4a: Efficiency > win-winn.s. H4b: Win-win > means* H5a: Win-win < efficiency* H5a: Win-win < means* H5b: Win-win > efficiency* H5b: Win-win > means*



*p < .05. aHomogeneity of variance violated for this variable. bGender and training did not differ among clusters in this sample. Notes: n.s. = not significant.



Wegner 1987), which posits that as people gain experience in an activity, they move to higher-level construals. Second, efficiency respondents focus more on customers’ literal statements of need (i.e., their stated wants), whereas winwin respondents focus on understanding the deeper underlying reasons for customers’ stated needs. This difference is similar to novice and expert problem solvers: Novices tend to view problems on a surface level and follow a rule- or recipe-based approach to problem solving, whereas experts consider problems on a deeper level and see larger, more meaningful patterns in the problem (Chi, Glaser, and Farr
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1988). Third, each service model views customers at different levels of “individuality”: Efficiency respondents view customers as all wanting the same style of service, means respondents categorize customers into distinct types, and win-win interview respondents recognized the uniqueness of each customer. These differences correspond to findings in studies of service customization (Bettencourt and Gwinner 1996) and adaptive selling2 (Spiro and Weitz 1990) that 2Thanks



to an anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea.



show that as FLEs gain experience, they are better able to recognize and adapt to customer differences and thus perform better. Fourth, the pilot study showed that efficiency, means, and win-win clusters had generally increasing task and social competence, as well as customer service experience. Other researchers have noted a relationship between length of experience and competence, expertise, and performance (Benner, Tanner, and Chesla 1996; Ericcson, Krampe, and Tesch-Romer 1993; McDaniel, Schmidt, and Hunter 1988). Thus: H2: The efficiency and win-win service models are associated with the (a) lowest and (b) highest competence, respectively.



A surprising finding was the two-factor structure underlying the 12 attribute constructs that emerged during preparation of the data for cluster analysis. It would have been less surprising if one factor had emerged for each service model on which the attributes for that model loaded. However, the model comprising three higher-order factors had a poorer fit (Akaike information criterion [AIC] = 620, Bayesian information criterion [BIC] = 885) than the one with two higher-order factors (AIC = 555, BIC = 824). Because a quarter of the sample was not involved in selling, the two factors could not be interpreted as customer and sales orientation, which some studies (e.g., Michaels and Day 1985) have found to be two dimensions. Thus, this compelled the exploration of a more general theory to explain the two-factor finding. A possibility is Leary’s (1957) interpersonal theory, in which affiliation (i.e., the regard a person has for another) and control (the degree to which an actor attempts to control another’s behavior) represent two orthogonal dimensions underlying all interpersonal behavior. The affiliation dimension is anchored at one end by detachment or cold-heartedness and at the other end by agreeableness and warmth. The control dimension is anchored at one end by assuredness and dominance (e.g., trying to control the interaction) and at the other end by unassuredness and submissiveness (Wiggins, Trapnell, and Phillips 1988). The two-factor structure is consistent with the interpersonal theory interpretation. The interfactor correlation was .066, making the factors almost orthogonal. The first factor seems to correspond to the level of affiliation with the customer, with positive and negative poles representing detachment and closeness, respectively, as the efficiency and winwin attributes loaded positively and negatively, respectively, onto this factor. The second factor seems to correspond to the level of FLE submissiveness, with positive and negative poles representing control over the customer and control by the customer, respectively, as the means attributes loaded positively onto this factor, and some efficiency attributes loaded negatively. Thus: H3: The efficiency and win-win service models are associated with the (a) highest and (b) lowest levels of FLE detachment from the customer, respectively. H4: The efficiency and means service models are associated with the (a) highest and (b) lowest levels of submissiveness to the customer, respectively.



The results of Study 1 also suggest that service models are related to the type of acting an FLE performs. Service literature analogizes service providers to actors in a drama (e.g., Grove, Fisk, and Bitner 1992), and efficiency and means FLEs in this study regarded themselves that way. However, it seems incongruous that those who did not liken service to acting (win-win) were more competent than those who did. This incongruity might be resolved by distinguishing between “surface acting,” in which FLEs change only their outward behavior to exhibit required emotions, and “deep acting,” in which they express required emotions by creating these emotions within themselves (Hochschild 1983).3 The literature suggests a relationship between competence and type of acting: Deep acting is positively related to service performance (Totterdell and Holman 2003) and personal accomplishment (Brotheridge and Lee 2003), and age, which might be related to job experience and competence, is positively related to deep acting in teachers (Näring, Briët, and Brouwers 2006) and authenticity in salespeople (Schaefer and Pettijohn 2006). Given that the service models are expected to correspond to differing levels of competence, this leads to the following hypothesis: H5: Compared with efficiency and means, the win-win service model is associated with (a) the lowest level of surface acting and (b) the highest level of deep acting.



Figure 1 illustrates the hypothesized relationships. The next section details a study that tests these hypotheses on a more representative sample of FLEs.



Study 2 The method employed in Study 2 mirrors that of the pilot study. A self-report questionnaire was administered, the resultant service model responses were cluster analyzed, and differences in clusters were tested with a MANOVA. Samples Samples were drawn from two contexts. One sample comprised hotel concierges, who usually engage in brief transactions with customers who want fast and efficient service. The other sample comprised new automobile salespeople, who usually have sales quotas and interact with customers in extended encounters, facilitating exploration of customer needs to solve problems. The hotel and automobile contexts enabled observation of how service models varied across what are traditionally viewed as “service-based” and “goodsbased” industries, respectively (Vargo and Lusch 2004). For the salesperson sample, 800 new automobile dealerships in two major cities were selected from the telephone directory. For the concierge sample, 800 four- and five-star hotels in five major cities were selected from an online hotel directory. Automobile sales managers and hotel head concierges were mailed a letter requesting that two enclosed surveys, each with a prepaid return envelope, be distributed to two of their salespeople or concierges, respectively.4 The 3Thanks to an 4Respondents



anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea. and managers could receive a summary of the results on request.
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FIGURE 1 Conceptual Framework for Hypothesis Development: Service Model
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request to limit the surveys to two employees at each organization served to reduce multilevel effects. Of the salesperson and concierge samples, respectively, 227 and 281 usable surveys were returned, 89% and 65% were men, 67% and 83% had formal training in customer service, and the average amount of service experience was 7.1 and 5.6 years.5 Most (93%) salespeople were required to meet sales quotas. Measures Service models were assessed with the 28 items used in the pilot study.6 Measurement model fit (AMOS17, maximum likelihood estimation) was adequate for both samples (salespeople: χ2 = 355, d.f. = 284; GFI = .90; CFI = .96; and RMSEA = .033; concierges: χ2 = 462, d.f. = 284; GFI = .89; CFI = .91; and RMSEA = .047). Appendix A shows item loadings for each sample. Submissiveness and detachment were measured using Locke’s (2000) interpersonal values scale. Customer orientation and surface and deep acting were measured with Brown and colleagues’ (2002) and Brotheridge and Lee’s (2003) scales, respectively. Competence was assessed by several measures: (1) the competence scale used in the pilot; (2) length of service experience; (3) a self-report measure of customer service performance compared with peers; and (4) for salespeople, the average number of automobiles they sold each month and the number of automobiles a typical salesperson in the dealership would sell per month. The ratio of each salesperson’s two estimates was used in the 5The effective response rate was 16.3% and 18.8% for the salesperson and concierge sample, respectively. Responses from early and late respondents on service model items and background variables were similar, suggesting that nonresponse bias was not significant. 6Item wording was changed to suit the sample. For example, “concierge” replaced “service representative” in the questionnaire administered to concierges.
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analysis to account for differences among dealerships, such as socioeconomic region and automobile price. The competence measures were not combined into a single measure, enabling the observation of how they varied individually by service model. Appendix B shows the scale items. Table 3 shows the correlations and summary statistics for both samples. Analysis An orthogonal factor analysis on mean attribute scores produced two factors that were used as inputs to subsequent cluster analysis. The model with two higher-order factors had a better fit (salespeople: AIC = 592, BIC = 838; concierges: AIC = 687, BIC = 938) than the one with three higher-order factors (salespeople: AIC = 626, BIC = 865; concierges: AIC = 702, BIC = 956). Cluster analysis of the service model items produced three clusters for both samples, each corresponding to a service model. Table 2 shows the cluster centroids. A MANOVA was conducted with cluster as the independent variable and customer orientation, interpersonal values, acting, and competence measures as dependent intercorrelated variables. A strong main effect emerged for both samples (Wilks’ λ: salespeople: F = 16.3, p = .000; concierges: F = 18.2 p = .000). Univariate tests showed that clusters differed on each dependent variable in both samples (p < .01) except for relative performance (p = .22) among concierges. Planned contrasts were used to test the hypotheses. Table 2 shows the results. H1 predicted that the means and win-win service models would have the (a) lowest and (b) highest customer orientation, respectively. H1a was fully supported in the salesperson sample but only partially supported in the concierge sample because means differed from efficiency only on the enjoy dimension. H1b was supported in both samples. H2, which predicted that efficiency and win-win service models would be associated with the (a) lowest and (b) highest competence, respectively, was sup-



TABLE 3 Correlations and Summary Statistics of Study 2 Measures Correlations Variables
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1. Self_E .08 –.25 .31 –0.2 2. Self_M .04 –.12 .01 0.2 3. Self_W –.15 .02 –.26 0.1 4. Customer_E .19 –.05 –.13 –.35 5. Customer_M –.05 .34 .14 –.10 6. Customer_W –.09 –.12 .17 –.08 .06 7. Objective_E .16 .01 –.26 .24 –.09 8. Objective_M –.01 .36 –.02 –.06 .15 9. Objective_W –.32 –.07 .38 –.36 .06 10. Quality_E .15 –.08 –.17 .23 –.03 11. Quality_M –.18 .20 .09 –.16 .11 12. Quality_W –.24 .02 .29 –.08 .06 13. Factor 1a –.51 –.08 .59 –.48 .14 14. Factor 2a –.06 .71 .07 –.23 .56 15. Enjoy –.06 –.22 .09 –.01 –.20 16. Need .04 –.05 .07 .01 –.15 17. Detachment .33 .06 –.25 .32 –.03 18. Submissiveness .06 –.40 –.01 .10 –.31 19. Surface acting .22 .16 –.09 .13 .05 20. Deep acting –.04 –.22 .06 –.05 –.07 21. Task competence –.17 –.10 .27 –.18 .04 22. Social competence –.07 –.08 .17 –.08 .01 23. Experience –.21 –.06 .31 –.22 .06 24. Relative performance –.08 .03 .06 –.05 –.01 25. Autos sold — — — — — Salesperson Sample Summary Statistics M 3.19 3.27 3.06 2.77 3.13 SD 1.05 1.00 1.04 1.15 1.15 Concierge Sample Summary Statistics M 3.43 3.01 2.84 3.28 2.93 SD 1.11 .99 1.07 1.14 1.03
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–.16 .32 –.08 –.25 .03 .16 .24 –.27 .09 –.17 .36 –.17 –.01 –.30 .24 –.17 .03 –.15 –.08 –.01 –.05 .38 –.35 –.08 –.03 .22 –.14 .05 –.12 .16 .20 –.17 .03 .44 –.57 –.03 –.16 –.13 .68 .12 –.10 –.25 .13 –.18 –.07 –.31 .31 .08 –.03 .05 –.45 –.05 .01 .07 .20 –.11 –.22
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21
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25



–.40 –.17 .44 –.40 .15 .22 –.34 .18



.28 .08 –.28 .45 –.25 –.21 .36 –.05 –.22



–.17 .21 .03 –.22 .29 –.01 –.13 .21 .10 –.18



–.24 –.28 .34 –.27 –.01 .34 –.19 –.11 .28 –.17 –.10



–.59 –.31 .63 –.65 .30 .50 –.60 .12 .63 –.59 .14 .53



–.20 .60 –.03 –.38 .67 –.26 –.27 .52 .10 –.26 .64 –.35 .10



.02 –.37 .13 .12 –.26 .21 –.01 –.17 .13 .15 –.24 .22 .13 –.45



–.01 –.24 .11 –.01 –.11 .14 .02 –.11 .19 .03 –.08 .16 .14 –.24 .52



.25 .35 –.35 .18 .03 –.44 .14 .11 –.27 .23 .08 –.28 –.45 .25 –.30 –.21



.05 –.15 –.06 .27 –.28 –.01 .32 –.03 –.08 .18 –.15 –.01 –.19 –.29 .15 .09 –.13



.22 .36 –.13 –.05 .16 –.10 .18 .22 –.07 .01 .19 –.21 –.20 .33 –.21 –.07 .18 .02



–.05 –.03 .09 –.15 .05 .19 –.03 .11 .25 –.16 –.01 .15 .22 .01 .05 .15 –.18 .08 .56



–.12 .01 .12 –.12 .10 .14 –.20 –.08 .10 –.11 .14 .15 .22 .06 .08 .19 –.14 –.10 –.01 .04



–.31 –.13 .17 –.22 .13 .25 –.15 –.08 .25 –.23 .05 .18 .36 –.01 .08 .19 –.45 .05 –.11 .11



–.23 –.14 .21 –.23 .08 .18 –.14 –.07 .21 –.25 –.05 .29 .37 –.07 .14 .16 –.26 –.08 –.10 .16



–.07 –.17 .14 –.17 .13 .07 –.02 –.10 .21 –.15 .07 .18 .23 –.03 .15 .19 –.25 –.03 .03 .12



–.29 .05 .19 –.34 .19 .21 –.20 .07 .34 –.36 .12 .19 .42 .20 –.03 .07 –.17 –.20 –.03 .11



.24



.41



.26



.32



.45



.36 .42



.27 .52



–.09 .18 .36 .70 –.06 .14 .03 –.42 .01 –.18 .15



–.07 –.11 –.33 –.29 –.04 –.08 .17 .11 –.04 .02



.13 .30 .56 .43 .05 .08 –.15 .13 .16 –.33 –.02 .09 .11 –.08 .42 –.19 –.27 –.60 .01 –.08 –.08 –.25 –.04 –.05 –.54 .28 .12 .06 –.05 –.17 .14 –.13 .16 .01 .12 .19 –.24 .14 .19



.05 .14 .01



.06 .15



.14



.22 –.20 –.10



.27 –.17



.21



.28



.41 –.02



.12



.16 –.19



.04 –.09



.25



.12 –.17 –.13 .21 –.32 –.07



.22 –.05 .25 –.22



.01 .15



.23 .36



.26 –.09 .39 .03



.16 .18



.12 –.09 .05 –.16 .19 –.23 –.02 –.19



.17 .13



.44 .54



.50



.08 –.13 — —



.02 –.20 — —



.03 —



.01 ––



.11 —



.16 —



.17 –.09 –.13 –.02 — — — —



.03 —



.34 —



.22 —



.01 —



.06 —



.39 —



.18 —



3.01 3.04 3.26 3.08 3.06 3.11 2.83 0 0 3.36 3.40 2.87 3.45 3.37 3.04 2.81 2.82 7.09 2.36 1.10 1.06 .99 1.12 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.02 .93 1.03 1.10 .94 .96 .94 1.09 4.75 .69 .39 3.13 3.32 2.73 3.04 3.26 2.82 2.71 0 0 3.24 3.51 2.81 3.63 3.49 3.23 2.58 2.94 5.62 2.27 1.06 1.02 1.00 1.04 1.08 .98 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.05 .94 1.09 1.10 1.03 1.07 .93 .98 5.16 .73



— —



aFactors obtained from an oblique rotation of attributes. Notes: Correlations for salesperson and concierge samples appear on upper and lower diagonal, respectively. Suffixes _E, _M, and _W refer to efficiency, means, and win-win models, respectively. For the salesperson sample, N = 227, p < .05 for r > .13; for the concierge sample, N = 281, p < .05 for r > .12.



ported by most competence measures but not all: Means and win-win salespeople did not differ in task competence and autos sold, and means and efficiency concierges did not differ on social competence.7 Relative service performance differed only between efficiency and means salespeople, which might be due to FLEs assessing their service performance using different reference points. For example, winwin FLEs might have relied on customer feedback to estimate service performance, whereas efficiency FLEs might have relied on how closely they follow procedures compared with their peers. In addition, FLEs with access to objective performance data, such as salespeople, might use this data to moderate their service assessments. H3 predicted that the efficiency and win-win service models would have the (a) highest and (b) lowest detachment, respectively. H3a was supported in the concierge sample only; means and efficiency salespeople had similar detachment levels. H3b was supported in both samples. H4 predicted that efficiency and means service models would have the (a) highest and (b) lowest submissiveness, respectively. H4a was supported in the salesperson sample only; efficiency and win-win concierges had similar submissiveness levels. H4b was supported in both samples. H5 predicted that the win-win service model would have (a) the lowest levels of surface acting and (b) the highest levels of deep acting, respectively. This was supported in both samples. Although specific hypotheses regarding industry effects were not developed, the results suggest that industry influences service models somewhat because the modal service model in each sample differed.8 The efficiency service model dominated in the concierge sample, probably because many hotel guests only require a quick response. The means service model dominated in the salesperson sample, probably because salespeople’s livelihoods generally depend on achieving sales targets. The samples also varied in their interpretations of service model items, judging by the different loading patterns of the attributes onto the two cluster factors (see Table 3). For example, the correlation of quality_W with Factor 2 was .05 and –.35 in the concierge and salesperson samples, respectively. The relationship between the two cluster factors and the interpersonal dimensions also differed between samples, suggesting that Factors 1 and 2 are rotated slightly counterclockwise from the detachment–submissiveness axes, with the degree of rotation depending on the sample. This might explain why hypotheses regarding interpersonal dimensions (H3 and H4) were only partially supported; they were developed assuming that the two factors found in cluster analysis were perfectly aligned with the detachment– submissiveness dimensions of interpersonal theory. The difference in item interpretation between the samples could 7As one reviewer mentioned, if sales performance had been measured as profit contribution margin, perhaps a performance difference between FLEs with different service models would have been observed because win-win salespeople might be able to sell automobiles with more accessories or at a less discounted price and their customers might return to the dealership for servicing of the automobile. 8Thanks to an anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea.
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be due to differences in “occupational ideology” (Kunda 1986) or shared belief system; for example, concierges and salespeople could differ in what they view as “submissive behavior.”



General Discussion This study found three service models among FLEs: (1) the act of giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously; (2) a means to accomplishing immediate objectives, such as sales quotas; and (3) the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with customers through problem solving. These service models were related to customer orientation, competence, type of acting, and interpersonal values. Theoretical Implications A prevailing but implicit assumption in the service literature is that FLEs have a common interpretation of customer service. It is shown that FLEs actually have three distinct interpretations, a result that is in concordance with action identification theory. Efficiency FLEs construe customer service at a low level, focusing on how to provide customer service by ensuring that their words and actions are correct. Winwin FLEs construe customer service at a high level, focusing on why they provide customer service (e.g., to solve customer problems). Finally, more experienced FLEs have higher-level construals than less experienced ones. Perhaps because of the assumption of a common interpretation of customer service among FLEs, service literature has ascribed differences in attitudes, behaviors, and performance among FLEs to organizational characteristics (e.g., Babakus et al. 2003), immediate social environment (e.g., Sergeant and Frenkel 2000), global perceptions of the job (e.g., Singh 2000), and personality (e.g., Hurley 1998). This article suggests that FLEs’ service models also matter. Thus, differences in measured attitudes, behaviors, and performance among FLEs might be due to respondents’ having different service models. For example, moving from low to high customer orientation involves a change in how a customer is viewed—namely, from someone who can be controlled in the means view, to someone who requires politeness in the efficiency view, to someone who is a respected collaborator in the win-win view. The findings may also illuminate individual-level beliefs underlying various typologies of service mind-sets and behaviors. One typology focuses on the firm’s mindset, or “logic,” through which the firm–customer exchange is viewed (Vargo and Lusch 2004). A goods-dominant logic focuses on producing a product that is standardized for efficiency and whose value is objectively determined; customers are viewed as entities to be acted on (e.g., by the marketing mix) to effect an outcome, such as product purchase. A service-dominant logic focuses on using a firm’s resources to benefit customers by developing a dialogue with them based on trust, so that together, the firm and customers can solve the customers’ problems (i.e., value is determined by the customer). To the extent that a firm’s dominant logic arises from logic shared among individuals, the results illuminate how



the goods- and service-dominant logics might operate at the individual FLE level.9 The efficiency service model seems consonant with a goods-dominant logic because it focuses on ensuring that the same, efficient service is produced for all customers. The means service model also seems consonant with a goods-dominant logic because it influences customers to achieve a particular outcome. In both service models, service is judged by what an FLE does rather than by the customer him- or herself. In contrast, the win-win service model is consonant with a service-dominant logic because it focuses on establishing a collaborative and respectful relationship to solve the customer’s problem in a customized way, using the FLE’s knowledge as a resource, and it is the customer rather than the FLE who determines service quality. This result raises questions about the outcomes of match and mismatch between individual and firm logics and whether people choose firms whose logics match their own.10 Other typologies focus on FLE attitudes and behaviors. Ford and Etienne’s (1994) typology consists of “manipulative service,” which intends to deceive or control customers to achieve immediate results; “courteous service,” such as smiling and friendly greeting to produce an immediate positive response; and “personalized service,” which recognizes customers’ uniqueness and presents them with options to ensure that their needs are met. Peccei and Rosenthal’s (2000) typology consists of “behavioral compliant” employees, who engage in customer-oriented behavior but are not committed to customer service; “lip service” employees, who exhibit low levels of customer-oriented behavior but considerable commitment to customer service; and “committed” employees, who have high levels of customer-oriented behavior and commitment to customer service. The groups in these two typologies seem to correspond to the means, efficiency, and win-win service models, respectively. Ford and Etienne (1994) and Peccei and Rosenthal (2000) attribute type membership to organizational characteristics (e.g., service climate), immediate social environment (e.g., cooperative relationships with customers), job characteristics (e.g., job autonomy), or individual characteristics (e.g., organizational commitment and competence). The results of the current study are in concordance with theirs in some respects (e.g., competence and relationships with customers), but this study goes further in arguing that type membership may also be determined by FLEs’ service models. To the extent that behavior is a result of cognition, this study also suggests that the reason typologies arise in the first place is that people have distinct cognitive interpretations of customer service. Managerial Implications A practical implication of this study is related to the recruitment of FLEs. The suitability of people for service roles is commonly gauged by assessing their particular skills, behaviors, or personality traits (e.g., Hogan, Hogan, and 9Thanks to an anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea. 10Thanks to an anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea.



Busch 1984; Schneider and Schechter 1991). These methods implicitly assume that job candidates have a common interpretation of what customer service is. This study suggests that assessment of job candidates’ service models can complement these other methods. Thus, if a firm aims to develop collaborative, problem-solving relationships with customers to deliver customized offerings, job candidates subscribing to a win-win service model would be most suitable. The service models of job candidates can be discerned by probing how they view themselves and customers, their objective during a service encounter, and how they judge their service quality. Another implication is related to customer service training. Consider the value of training that encourages FLEs to think of their jobs as acting or that measures how often FLEs exhibit certain behaviors, such as saying customer names (e.g., Marek and Miller 2007; Slowiak, Madden, and Mathews 2005). This study shows that FLEs who liken service to acting are less competent than those who do not, and it is easy to imagine efficiency-oriented FLEs happily following instructions to say customers’ names but not necessarily establishing the “relationship side” of customer service. Thus, training methods focusing on conceptual change—or a modification in paradigmatic ways of thinking—may also be necessary (Posner et al. 1982). In general, these methods comprise an awareness phase that articulates service models, a disequilibrium phase that introduces anomalies in low-order models, and a reformation phase that presents a model that resolves the anomalies (West 1988). For example, specific aspects of service models that could be probed in the articulation phase are FLEs’ perceptions of themselves and the customer, their objective during an encounter, and how they assess service quality. Limitations and Further Research A limitation of this study is that there may be more than just the three service models discussed herein. There might be at least one more.11 Peccei and Rosenthal (2000) found a fourth group of employees (“rejectors”) who are neither committed to customer service nor display customeroriented behavior. Their research seems to have been management sponsored, and rejectors may have used the survey to communicate their indifference to management. The current study is not management sponsored, and rejectors may have perceived participation as a waste of time if they cared little about customer service in the first place. This study associated service models with FLE-related outcomes, such as customer orientation. Further research could examine customer outcomes; however, just comparing, for example, customer satisfaction ratings for FLEs with different service models may be inadequate, because consumers seem to have their own service models (Ringberg, Odekerken-Schröder, and Christensen 2007) that might be related to interpersonal values. Thus, research should consider the interaction between employees’ and customers’ service models. Interpersonal theory posits that 11This idea was suggested in feedback obtained during presentation of the qualitative results to an audience familiar with customer service management and by an anonymous reviewer.
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when two people interact socially, the behavior of one tends to invite complementary behavior from the other (e.g., dominant behavior invites submissive behavior). This complementarity explains outcomes of patient–physician interactions, such as patient satisfaction (Kiesler and Auerbach 2003), and may also explain why certain combinations of salesperson and customer communication styles result in more sales than others (Williams and Spiro 1985). Therefore, it is plausible that certain combinations of employee and customer service models, or interpersonal values, produce better customer outcomes than others. This study explores how service models vary with one contextual variable: industry. Other contextual effects might also be explored because they might affect the development of service models. Some contexts might even induce regression among service models; action identification theory posits that people might be able to construe an action at a higher level but move to lower-level construals when there is “high-level disruption” (Vallacher and Wegner 1987, p. 5) in an environment. A contextual factor might be the training an FLE receives. Training was not significant in this study, but only a dichotomous (yes/no) measure of formal training was used. There are many types of training available, differing in length, aims, and methods; some (e.g., Sturdy 2000)



even seem to expound a means view of service. Another contextual factor might be the employee–customer communication medium12 because communicating by telephone or e-mail, for example, might affect the degree to which interactions are perceived as interpersonal. The cultures within which an FLE works and lives might also affect service models. An FLE’s relationships with and views and expectations of managers, coworkers, and customers might affect how he or she views customer service13; people working together tend to interpret organizational events and characteristics similarly (Rentsch 1990), and the quality of manager–worker relationships influences employee job conceptions (Hsiung and Tsai 2009). The broader societal culture may also influence the content of service models. For example, the importance of smiling and politeness varies across countries, as suggested by Rafaeli’s (1989, p. 263) observation of general rudeness of FLEs in Israeli supermarkets and the following conversation: Customer: In America, all the cashiers smile. Cashier: So go to America. What do you want from me? 12Thanks 13Thanks



to an anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea. to an anonymous reviewer who suggested this idea.



APPENDIX A Representative Quotations, Scale Items, and Loadings A: Win-Win Service Model Scale Item



Item Loadinga



I am a resource for customers to use in their problem solving.



.90/.61/.77



I need respect from customers to provide good service.



.77/.88/.69



Customers are perfectly able to make their own decisions.



.88/.69/.71



Q4: So, if you do forget to follow through, because people, I mean, you’re only human—you may forget. Apologize, be nice about it, because they’ll understand you’re only human. Most people will understand because they all work and they know that things like that happen. (travel agency, 18, 8)



Customers are understanding when I’ve made a mistake, as they are human too.



.77/.80/.75



Q5: As I was saying with everyone being treated the same, it’s not about us doing the same thing with each customer, like smiling the same, the same hello, the same everything, like a robot.... But it’s finding out how each customer, each customer’s personality, how they like to be treated, and going along with that. (clothing store, 9,4)



Every customer is unique. (D)



Attribute (Attribute Label) and Representative Quotations Perception of Self (self_W) Q1: Your customer, as much as you can, should be able to receive 100% of your attention and be able to use you for all your resources as a customer service professional to help them out. (cell phone store, 3, 3)b Q2: You need customers to respect you too. It’s not that they can walk all over you, or give you the finger. Because like in any situation, in relationships, if there’s no respect between two people, it’s not going to work. (shoe store, 4, 2) Perception of Customer (customer_W) Q3: They [customers] need time to think about the product, the information, and to decide what’s best. (electrical goods, 15, 5)



Objective During an Encounter (objective_W) Q6: You see the important thing is you have to establish trust first; then you go on to try to understand what they need, show them that you care. You can’t just go on talking about the product. If you keep on talking about the product, you’ll miss the reason why they need it in the first place. (cell phone store, 3, 3)
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While serving a customer, I focus on establishing an atmosphere to help solve the customer’s problem.



.76/.69/.84



APPENDIX A Continued Scale Item



Item Loadinga



It is more important to satisfy customers’ actual needs rather than what they say they need.



.83/.79/.68



It is more important to follow Q8: To me, there’s no real training or techniques for customer service. general principles of customer The training that I say to staff is, “always put yourself in the shoes of a customer.” In one way or another we’re also receiving customer service (e.g., treat the customer service from someone else, so we’re also a customer. So always put as you would like to be treated) rather than set scripts and proyourself in their situation and see how you would like to be treated cedures. and that’s how you should be treating the customer. (library, 26, 22)



.82/.73/.69



Attribute (Attribute Label) and Representative Quotations Q7: Their needs and wants are two different things. You need to know why they’re asking for the product they want. Is it because of the brand? Is it because of a particular function?... After you know the actual, the whole, reason behind why they want a product, then you can provide them with the proper information, so that they make a better decision with better understanding. (electrical goods, 15, 5)



Q9: The main thing to be a good customer service representative would It is important to regard the cusbe to not separate yourself from the customer as being a higher tomer as an equal. (D) person, kind of be on the same level as them so ... they feel comfortable with you. (drugstore, 6, 4) Quality Assessment (quality_W) Q10: There is no real standard for customer service. The customer provides the standard. (clothing store, 7, 2)



I don’t know how good my service is because that’s something that customers decide.



.88/.64/.67



Q11: Well, to see if your customer service is good, you have to ask the customer. If they think it’s good, then it’s good. (library, 26, 22)



My service is good only if customers think it is good.



.75/.95/.87



B: Efficiency Service Modelc Scale Item



Item Loadinga



Q12: When a customer has a question, we try to give them the best information and well—personally, that’s my role. When a customer asks me about an item, I try to give them both good and bad points. Tell them how it would fit with their lifestyle. (cell phone, 1½, 1½)



I am most helpful to customers when I answer questions about the products/services we offer.



.69/.68/.66



Q13: I like to be able to tell my customers that “yes, this product is right for you” and looking them in the eye. (automotive parts, 7, 3½)



I can specify which product/ service would be best for customers if they ask.



.85/.77/.79



Q14: You can’t let them see you’re annoyed. You have to hide it and always have to smile. (hotel front desk, 3, 2)



I have to hide my feelings in front of customers.



.78/.71/.75



Attribute (Attribute Label) and Representative Quotations Perception of Self (self_E)



Q15: If I have problems at home with my family or there’s something happening at home, I tend to be a bit dazed, a bit moody, and be more moody to the customers. This can lead to me making more mistakes, such as bringing out the wrong cake. (cake shop, 3, 2½)



My service is sometimes inconsistent because of what’s happening away from work. (D)



Perception of Customer (customer_E) Customers are allowed to behave rudely because they are “the customer.”



.83/.68/.70



Q17: Customers like to feel you’ve treated them like everybody else, not All customers like to receive the same style of service. feel they’ve been treated worse than anybody. So give them the same amount of time, same amount of politeness, same information. (tourist information centre, 8, 3)



.87/.87/.71



Q16: She was getting frustrated and started questioning my competence, and I was getting frustrated. But the difference is that she can show she’s frustrated because she’s the customer, but I can’t. (clothing store, 1, ½)



Q18: I love courteous customers. I like to think that I’m courteous, so I like it when I get it back. It’s a bit of a letdown when they don’t return it. (video rental store, 2½, 1½)



I expect customers to be courteous, and am disappointed when they are discourteous. (D)
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APPENDIX A Continued Attribute (Attribute Label) and Representative Quotations



Scale Item



Item Loadinga



Objective During an Encounter (objective_E) Q19: We have a ten-step program that we have to do for each cusIt’s important to follow the scripts tomer. They are: acknowledge them when they come into the and procedures for service that store, approach the customer, assess their needs, selection my organization has set out. process,... (clothing store, 2½, 2) Q20: They [customers] don’t actually get a lot of service these days While serving customers, I concenso we try to sort of be very careful with what we say and how trate on making sure my words and we treat the customer. (clothing store, 6, 4) actions are correct. Q21: With angry customers, even abusive customers, we’re always told When serving customers, it’s to continue serving them but to be calm and polite even if we’re important to be polite and angry otherwise the customer gets more upset. (cafe, 2, ½) friendly to customers regardless of how they treat me. Quality Assessment (quality_E) Q22: I would rate it [customer service] as very good … because we strive to make sure our customers are happy at all times. (fast food, 1, 1) Q23: We have steps and procedures to follow in order to reach what we call superior customer service. (clothing store, 2½, 2)



My service is good because I always strive to make customers happy. I provide excellent customer service by following my organization’s scripts and procedures.



.81/.75/.86



.89/.76/.73



.87/.60/.54



.93/.51/.55



.85/.94/.88



C: Means Service Model Attribute (Attribute Label) and Representative Quotations



Scale Item



Item Loadinga



I have different techniques for handling different types of customers. I “put on an act” when I serve customers.



.75/.71/.72



There’s a feeling of “us-andthem” between service staff and customers.



.82/.77/.62



How a customer responds can be influenced by the service representative.



.88/.65/.68



Customers can be categorized into distinct types that require different approaches.



.84/.81/.84



Perception of Self (self_M) Q24: I think different techniques can be applied to each individual or customer, based on the profile they display to you. (gift store, 11, 1½) Q25: You need to be able to give the right body language and gestures, to look good, and use different vocals like positive tone and vocal variety. In a way being out on the information desk is like being in a play. The only difference is it’s performing to just one person. (shopping centre information desk, 7, 3) Q26: We all get together and have a good laugh and chuckle about what we did out at the customer service desk last week or what customer complaint happened or how a customer farewelled us or things like that. (department store, 4, 3½) Perception of Customer (customer_M) Q27: When you lose a sale, in a way you feel a bit upset with yourself. Like no matter how hard you tried, is there something more I could have done, something else I could have shown her so that they walk out with a bag in their hand. (clothing store, 3, 2) Q28: There’s two basic types of customers. One type, they like an explanation on certain matters and how you arrive to this scenario, and they tend to enjoy the background information you provide, in giving them, in serving them. Where with the other type, they just want an answer, and they don’t really ask for much than that. (bank loans, 10, 6) Q29: You know, if a customer stands in a certain way and with me standing in that same gesture, I know that subconsciously they think “Hey this person’s like me.” (cell phone store, 2, 2) Objective During an Encounter (objective_M) Q30: When a customer walks in, a good rep directs them in the way he wants them to go. I mean, first, you have to see what they want and what their budget is because you can’t exactly sell them a home video when they want a toaster, but once you know that, then steering them to the product that the store wants sold. (electrical goods, 5, 3)
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.76/.88/.59



I can usually predict how a customer will respond to my actions. (D) When providing service, a service representative should focus on managing the customer.



.91/.97/.73



APPENDIX A Continued Attribute (Attribute Label) and Representative Quotations



Scale Item



Item Loadinga



Regardless of their true thoughts Q31: Some customers you get are real weird, not your type at all, but you still have to play the game, like, bluff, so they think you’re their about a customer, good service representatives try to make cusfriend. (gift store, 11, 1½) tomers think that they’re friends. Q32: Sometimes you shuffle clothes around so that they feel they’re I arrange the store surroundings walking into a new store all the time. (clothing store, 3, 2) to make customers behave in a certain way. (D) Quality Assessment (quality_M)



.81/.71/.69



Q33: I’m one of the better performers, basically because … I know what Good service representatives to achieve with each customer, and I go about getting it. But it’s reach their objectives with each just something that comes with experience you get on-the-job customer. because I’ve been here three years. (electrical goods, 5, 3) Q34: As you progress, you become better at doing customer service. A good service representative I’ve been in this industry for some time now, and I’ve learned can influence customers in the maybe more about human nature and the ways people react and way the representative wants. respond to different stimulus, and using that to influence them. (bank loans, 10, 6) Q35: Being a main shopping industry, we strive for customer service We know our service is good excellence, so that’s our main baby. And our reputation is great so because our organization has a we know we’re doing well on this [customer service]. (shopping good reputation. (D) centre information desk, 7, 3)



.98/.57/.72



.65/.92/.72



aStandardized loadings reported as (pilot/salespeople/concierges). bRespondent demographics reported as (place of work, years of experience in customer cRepresentative quotations are shown from 11 of the 15 respondents who expressed an



service, years of job experience). efficiency service model. Other respondents worked in a real estate agency (6,4), as a hairdresser (4, 2½), in a floor covering store (5, 3½), and in fast food (2, 1½). Notes: (D) = item was deleted from final questionnaire.



APPENDIX B Scale Items Customer Orientation (Brown et al. 2002) (Studies 1 and 2) Likert scale: “strongly disagree/strongly agree” 1. Enjoyment Dimension (α = .86/.75/.76) •I find it easy to smile at each of my customers. •I enjoy remembering my customers’ names. •It comes naturally to have empathy for my customers. •I enjoy responding quickly to my customers’ requests. •I get satisfaction from making my customers happy. •I really enjoy serving my customers.



2. Social Competencea (α = .85/.81/.86) •I connected to the customer’s life/experiences. •I revealed personal information. •I invited the customer to reveal personal information. •I paid special attention to the customer. •I went out of my way. •I was my own person. •I was genuine.



2. Needs Dimension (α =.81/.73/.75) •I try to help customers achieve their goals. •I achieve my own goals by satisfying customers. •I get customers to talk about their service needs with me. •I take a problem-solving approach with my customers. •I keep the best interests of the customer in mind. •I am able to answer a customer’s questions correctly.



Likert scale: “never/always” (α = .79/.72) 1. On an average day at work, how frequently do you ... •Resist expressing my true feelings? •Pretend to have emotions that I don’t really have? •Hide my true feelings about a situation?



Competence (Van Dolen et al. 2002), (Studies 1 and 2) Likert scale: “strongly disagree/strongly agree” 1. Task Competence (α = .87/.85/.79) •I was capable. •I was efficient. •I was organized. •I was thorough. •I met the customer’s needs. •I performed as I expected.



Surface Acting (Brotheridge and Lee 2003) (Study 2)



Deep Acting (Brotheridge and Lee 2003) (Study 2) Likert scale: “never/always” (α = .75/.66) 1. On an average day at work, how frequently do you ... •Make an effort to actually feel the emotions that I need to display to others? •Try to actually experience the emotions that I must show? •Really try to feel the emotions I have to show as part of my job?
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APPENDIX B Continued Interpersonal Dimensions (Locke 2000), (Study 2) Likert scale: “not important/extremely important” 1. Submissiveness (α = .79/.83) When I am with customers, how important is it that: •I conform to their expectations? •I not get into an argument? •I do what they want me to do? •I live up to their expectations? •I not make them angry? •I go along with what they want to do? •I not embarrass myself? •they not get angry with me? 2. Detachment (α = .71/.73) When I am with customers, how important is it that: •I keep my guard up? •They not know what I am thinking or feeling?



•They keep their distance from me? •I appear detached? •I not reveal what I am really like? Additional Items 1. Gender (Studies 1 and 2) 2. Formal training in customer service (Studies 1 and 2) 3. Length of experience serving customers (Studies 1 and 2) 4. Industry (Study 1) 5. Involved in selling (Study 1) 6. Customer service performance relative to peers: below average, average, or above average (Study 2) 7. Sales quotas (Study 1, Study 2 salespeople) 8. Average number automobiles sold each month (Study 2 salespeople) 9. Average number automobiles a typical salesperson in a dealership would sell each month (Study 2 salespeople)



aTwo



items from Van Dolen and colleagues’ (2002) original scale (“I was truly out of the ordinary,” and “I gave the customer a break”) were included in the questionnaire in Study 1, but they were not used in the analysis, because they did not perform well. Notes: Likert scales are seven-point scales in Study 1 and five-point scales in Study 2. Coefficient alphas for constructs used in both Studies 1 and 2 are reported as (pilot/salesperson/concierge). Coefficient alphas for constructs used in Study 2 are reported only as (salesperson/concierge).
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01) Employees / ex employees are 

Oct 29, 1993 - their Workmen as represented by the All India Bank Employees' Association: (Under Section 2(p) and Section 18 (1) of the Industrial Disputes ...




















Saginaw Intermediate School District Head Start Service Employees ... 

Saginaw Intermediate School District Head Start Service Employees International Union, Local 517M.pdf. Saginaw Intermediate School District Head Start ...
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Transfer and Postings of Employees 

I) DEPARTMENT. G.O.MS.No. 98. Dated: 04.08.2015. Read the following: 1. G.O. Ms. No. 211, Finance (DCM) Department, dated November15, 2014. ORDER: 1. In the Order read above, the ... Department,Education (School Education and Higher Education) Depart




















service animals for students and employees 

1.5 Use of a service animal by an employee with a disability will be allowed when such use is necessary to enable the employee to perform the essential functions of his or her position, or to enable the employee to enjoy comparable benefits and privi
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Subject: Renewal of the contract term of employees (Regular ... 

Jan 4, 2016 - for the employees who have appointed on or after 1.10.2006 against regular posts ... Member Secretary: HR representative. ... iHRMS team. 1.




















Age of Superannuation of Government Employees - Groups 

Jun 30, 2014 - â€œ(1) Every Government employee shall retire from service on the afternoon of the last day of the month in which he attains the age of sixty years.â€� 2. As per sub-section (2) under section 1 of the Andhra Pradesh Public Employment. 
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Linking the past and the present Ranabir Chakravarti, Frontline ... 

as Indology to early Indian History with a strong orientation to social sciences. Her untiring ..... went from India to the outside world and took civilisation to Europe. This ..... Basically, they had studied other pre-modern societies as well, and 
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